Evaluation of an opacity lensometer for determining corneal clarity following excimer laser photoablation.
The appearance of haze in the central cornea following photoablation with a 193 nm excimer laser is an important factor in the postoperative course of this procedure. Data from 37 human eyes treated with photorefractive keratectomy, 4 eyes treated with phototherapeutic keratectomy, and 5 untreated eyes were used to evaluate the ability of a commercially available opacity lensometer to provide an objective measure of corneal clarity. We found that the opacity lensometer was able to detect light scattered from the cornea but was not sufficiently sensitive to distinguish reliably among excimer-treated eyes with degrees of corneal haze evaluated as clear, trace, or 1+ by slit-lamp microscope examination. In untreated, clear corneas, the values obtained with the opacity lensometer in eyes measured with and without a clear contact lens were within one unit of each other for any given eye, but values from eye to eye varied over a range of six units. In a test simulating different amounts of corneal haze using contact lenses evenly coated with nail polish enamel, the log-transformed opacity lensometer values varied directly with percent light scattering as determined by spectrophotometry. These results suggest that the opacity lensometer measurements are reliable and reproducible, but that in the human cornea something is being measured by the opacity lensometer that is not taken into account in clinical slit-lamp microscope evaluation. Overall, it appears that, in its present form, this instrument is not useful to measure corneal clarity after excimer laser photoablation.